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August Affiliate Newsletter
Hi %col:first_name%%,
Wondering how to rock your earnings this August? With Vistagaming Affiliates'
ultimate mix of summer and anniversary offers, of course!
That’s right. Vista Gaming is celebrating the 25th anniversary of CyberBingo!
And that means a flurry of oh-so-amazing summer-anniversary offers for all
new customers.
Join in the celebrations and promote our multi-awarded and trusted casino and
bingo brands and see your traffic convert like crazy. Let's roll in August!

Bingo News

August bingo party is all about CyberBingo! And a wild ride to the tropical
jungle is on the cards.
Offer your players 100 Free Signup Spins on Jungle Stripes, the new
Betsoft game that's teeming with bonus features and fierce wins. Throw in $10
Free Bingo Bucks, and that's a real exotic offer to promote.
After more chilled-out promos? Then let your players explore the bingo
paradise in CyberBingo with a limited time 5x 500% First Deposit Bonus
offer for all games!
*Exclusive offers for BingoFest and BingoSpirit are also available on request.

It's not often we hear an online bingo hall reaching a silver jubilee. And we're
celebrating in grand style with treasure-stuffed offers running across our bingo
brands!
The 25-Year Bingo Party Event kicks off the carnival in grand style with
$3500 coverall games every week this month. Bucketloads of fun and
charming rewards await the players in our $13,000 Big Bingo Event that
boasts of a $10,000 guaranteed game.
Oh, and we're just getting started. Our bingo havens are packed with other
monthly specials too!
Take for instance, the On the Go Slot Tourney that comes with a $800 top
cash prize. Or the Anniversary Slot Mission event that offers exciting
gameplay coupled with a lavish $1000 cash prize. And don't forget to woo your
players with our Special Anniversary Bonus - how cool is that!

Casino News
Plenty of casino action for the players and special summer deals for you to
promote. Yes, it's the perfect cocktail for winning times with Vista Gaming!
Loaded with exciting gameplay and massive cash prizes are our Fruity Slots
Tourney and Mobile Slots Tournament. The $1,000 Slot Adventure
promises to be a cracker, where players rush to complete exciting missions in
order to win the grand prize.
And did someone say blackjack? Card game lovers are not forgotten, and will
have plenty of winning chances in our weekly $1,000 blackjack tournaments.
Even more casino thrills are waiting for your players with our August-special
bonuses and bonus spin offers.

Vegas Crest Casino

Vegas Crest Casino players will enjoy the glitzy and glamorous nights at the
'gambling mecca of Asia' with 100 Free Signup Spins on Mr. Macau. The
game's Stick and re-spin and the Wild Boost features combine to offer largerthan-life wins.
Team that with Vegas Crest Casino's golden 1st deposit offer of 200% Bonus
and 30 Free Spins, and you're onto a winner.

A magical mix of piping-hot offers await your players at Vegas Crest Casino
Brasil.
The R$25 Free Bingo Bonus + 50 Free Spins on Jungle Stripes offer is
sure to give your players a ferociously good time. Touch base with our
marketing team today to grab this on-request offer.
Does it get any better? Oh yes! Because we’ve also got more exclusive, byrequest offers for your Brasilian traffic.
If you have a Bingo section in your portal, then pushing these gems is sure to
bring in great conversions. Get in touch with us right away to start promoting
these babies.

CyberSpins Casino

It's hot casino action all the way at CyberSpins this month.
Players go on a steaming volcanic island expedition with 50 Sign up Free
Spins on Betsoft's Lava Gold. Winning clusters and free spins with
multipliers promise spectacular wins in this game.
More golden opportunities await the players in CyberSpins with a
showstopping Summer Special Bonanza of 5x 100% Bonus + 100 Free
Spins. Talk about the ultimate gaming experience!
*Exclusive offers for BingoFest and CyberBingo are also available on
request.

Ready to kick some action? Join hands with the Vistagaming Affiliates team
and get your fantastic welcome offer, marketing material and exclusive tracking
links.
Send us an email and let us know if you will like to promote our monthly press
releases.
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